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Toolkit for the development of immigrant integration interventions through sport

PREFACE
Over the past few years, thanks to the Erasmus+ Sport program, projects and
strategic collaborations for the integration of migrants and social cohesion through
sport have increased exponentially throughout Europe.
The initiatives have contributed to a progressive acknowledgement of the primary role
of sport as a tool for social intervention within a renewed vision of the welfare state
and the state-citizen relationship. Thanks to these initiatives, strategies and
methodologies have been put in place to strengthen organizational capacities and
skills of sports organizations and operators and applied to the specific areas for which
they had been defined.
The continuous evolution of political scenarios and migration policies, the different
characteristics, in terms of history and type, of the migration phenomenon in different
European countries, and the socio-economic crisis make integration processes even
more difficult.
The SIMCAS project was born in 2019 from the need to:
- consolidate immigrant integration initiatives through sports by ensuring their
continuity and sustainability

- operate also in areas characterized by situations of particular disruption and social
distress that make the processes of growth, personal empowerment and social
redemption even more difficult and complicate all forms of relationships, interaction,
civil coexistence and social cohesion.

- offer sports operators flexible indications and guidelines that can be concretely
applied in the different contexts where they interact everyday with people with
different needs without losing efficacy and impact.

The toolkit for the development of immigrant integration interventions through sport
represents the main outcome of the SIMCAS project and is intended to be versatile,
and flexible but detailed, able to provide sport operators with a set of guidelines and
suggestions to be used for the effective inclusion of immigrants.

SIMCAS PROJECT
Social Inclusion Methodology in Critical Areas via Sport is part of the Erasmus Plus
Sport Project and is aimed at improving the skills and competences of sport operators
in promoting the social inclusion of first and second-generation immigrants, living in
critical contexts (prison institutions, urban ghettos, refugee camps) while ensuring
continuity and replicability. For this reason, the partnership was composed of 2
national sport associations, US Acli and SUS (Sport Union of Slovenian), 3 sport
clubs working in critical areas and with socially excluded people (Champion ohne Grenzen
EV, ConsellEsportiudelPladel’Estany and Girl Power Organisation), 1 organisation for
sustainable development (OrganisationEarth), 1 research organization(IREF), 1 University
(University of Cassino).
The SIMCAS project was based on 5 WPs:
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WP 1 included all the activities required for the effective and efficient management of
the project;
WP 2 was related to all the research activities and the development of the
methodological approach and the ToolKit;
WP 3 was dedicated to the implementation of pilot activities aimed at finalizing the
methodological approach and the ToolKit.
WP 4 included all the actions required for effective communication and dissemination
of the project activities and results
WP 5 included the actions planned to ensure the achievement of quality results (in
terms of timing, budget and content).
The project has combined research activities (WP2, which includes bibliographic
research, interviews, and analysis of cases) with a practical approach (WP3, which
includes on-the-job training and integration activities such as: the implementation of
activities in each participant country involving ca. 500 participants; classroom and
e-learning training courses for coaches and instructors - see Multiplier events;
exchange of experience among partners during the partners’ meetings).

TOOLKIT GUIDE
WHAT IT IS: it is an operational versatile, flexible, detailed toolkit able to provide sport
organisation and coaches a set of guidelines and suggestions to be used for the
actual inclusion of immigrants through physical and sport activities.
WHAT IT IS FOR: it provides strategies, indications, tools, advice and practical examples
for immigrant integration projects through sport.
WHY: it improves the capacities and the skills of the sport operators involved in the
implementation of interventions on immigrants living in critical areas, in an effective
and sustainable way over time.
HOW IT WAS CARRIED OUT: SIMCAS project: research + pilot test.
WHAT IS IN THIS TOOLKIT: The Operational ToolKit describes how to improve the
methodological approach for sustainable immigrant integration interventions and
includes tools to design, manage, monitor and assess sport-based projects.

1.0

METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACH
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PRESENTATION
The methodological approach is intended to provide suggestions and tips for
enhancing the efficacy of the interventions that organisations carried out to foster the
integration of migrants living in critical areas by using sport as a means of social
intervention.
The use of sport-based strategies is based on the assumption of the positive effect
that direct and intense participation in sport and physical activities has on the health
and well-being of the participants. It has been demonstrated that this also applies to
socially disadvantaged groups, such as migrants and minorities who experience
difficult conditions of life.
Apart from the benefits on health that physical activities can produce, engagement in
sport-based initiatives is considered as the engine for social and personal changes
that inspires positive development in marginalised communities and could alleviate
the impact of anti-social behaviours.
Based on Simcas activities (research, exchange of experiences among partners, pilot
test) a methodological approach has been defined with the view to:
- illustrate key principles and organisational elements that can improve the
effectiveness of interventions;

- provide check-lists to analyse the operational environment - the capacity of the
organisation to develop lines of intervention for the integration of migrants living in
critical areas (self assessment tool);

- provide tool for managing and evaluating interventions (most significant change
methodology)

� Link to Final methodological approach

GUIDELINES: DESCRIPTION, CHECKLIST, PRACTICAL TIPS AND
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SIMCAS
METHODOLOGY

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NRZx7HkJgAaOloaSXGTFMLI-xk1_gQip/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=101243582823665728308&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lAN071g3FELhg0re01K6JoNC_A81d_zH/view?usp=share_link
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Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

KNOW THECONTEXT
Knowledgeof thecontextinwhichweoperate isessential.Whoare
our beneficiaries? How old are they? What is their cultural
background? What is their linguistic level? What are the main
psychologicalproblems? What are the main social problems they
face? What is the level of sociability in the group? What are the
sports already practiced by the members of the group? What
potentialities not yet expressedcanwe identify inthegroup?What
are thepossibledifficulties?
Theanalysisalsoconcernsthebroader contextinwhichtheactivity
will take place. We will therefore explore aspects such as: the
resources that the context offers at an educational and support
level, the available sport facilities, thenetworkof stakeholdersand
organizations that we canmobilize, the possible risksand how to
managethem,etc.
With regardto the analysisofthe context,the elementstobetaken
into consideration certainly concern "what" we are going to
investigate, but also "how". Themethodologiesand tools that we
canusefromthispoint ofview canbequantitative andqualitative.
We find tools suchasfocusgroups,questionnaires, interviews with
stakeholders, etc. Themethodmustbeestablished onthe basisof
the typeofgroup.In theprojectToolkit,youwill findsomeof these
methodsandtools.

- ANALISI/CHECKLIST
- What are the characteristics of the host social

context?
- What are the characteristics of the group, suchas

age,cultural background?
- What are the languageskills of the participants in

the languageof thehost country?
- What are themainpsychologicalproblemsthat the

participantshave to face?
- What are themainsocialproblems?
- What are the resourcesof the context, in terms of

sportsstructures?
- What are the resources from an educational and

supportpoint of view?
- Which localorganizationscanwe involve?
- ……
PRACTICALTIPS
- Youcancreate focusgroupswith the participants.
- Youcan interview privileged witnesses (managers

of the facility, psychologists, operators, key
participants,etc.)

- Youcancreateadatacollection formfor thegroup
andcontext.

- ……..

Guide foranyonewhowantsanoverview
ofhowandwhenyoumightorganiseand
runafocusgroup
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/Global/Citize
nsAdvice/Equalities/How%20to%20run%20focus
%20groups%20guide.pdf

Portal toproductsandservicesprovidedby
the HSP. a network of standard-setting
initiatives that supports quality and
accountability in humanitarian actions by
promoting the development and
harmonisation of standards
https://spherestandards.org

Simcasbibliographic research
http://simcas.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2020/10/SIMCAS-output-No.-
1-Bibliographic-review-march-2020-1.pdf

Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

WHICHMOTORANDSPORTSACTIVITIES

Thechoiceof sportsdisciplineormotor activity significantly affects
the results of the intervention both in termsofparticipation in the
activities, personalgrowthandinclusionandsocialcohesionresults.
It is therefore crucial to carry out a preliminary analysis of the
context, the recipients and the resources available and clearly
define theobjectives tobeachieved.Theapproachto thediscipline
mustalsotake intoaccountthe characteristicsofthe recipients and
the consequentobjectives identified (e.g. educational and training
objectives for childrenand teenagers)

ANALISI/CHECKLIST
- What are the objectives of the intervention (e.g.,

does the project aim at the inclusion of migrants
within their own community of reference or at
promotingintercultural integration?)

- What are thecharacteristics(e.g. age,health status,
origin,sportof thecountryoforigin), theneedsand
expectationsof the recipients?

- What structural resources are available, or can I
find?

- Which human resources / educators / sports
operators / volunteers can I employ in the
activities?

- …….

PRACTICALTIPS
- In the organization of sport activities, take into

account cultural constraints (e.g. related to
gender);

- identify activities (both individual and team
activities) that allow the development of
interpersonal relationships in respect of individual
identities anddifferent evolutionaryphases

- prefer integration with the community of
reference, prefer teamsports,multicultural groups
or organize events that promote intercultural
events andexchange

- …

Simcasoutputshttp://simcas.eu/

Sport-activities formigrantchildrenand
teenagers
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.
1080/16138171.2020.1823689
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Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

CHANGETHERULES
Thekey to successis to reformulate the rules of sport itself, with a
view tomakeit moreaccessibleto abroader rangeofparticipants
andmorealignedwith the specific needsof the migrants.With its
integration power and flexibility, sport has the potential to be
functional and inclusive, enabling full and equal participation for
everyone, regardlessofthesocial,physiological,physicallimitations
that they mightexperience. But due to the barriers that migrants
face in takinganactive role in the sport activities available in the
hosting community, they are often not able to participate on
normal termsandaccording to the standard rules. Thestaff of the
organisationscan operate as “developers” of sport activities and
disciplines.Theycandevelopandmodify standardelementsof the
gamesuchas the equipmentused, the sizeof the field andteams,
requirementsforplayers,etc. Indoingso,it isimportantto takeinto
account theso-calledludodiversity, i.e. the widediversity ingames,
sports, physical exercises, dances and acrobatics, regarded as an
aspectof the cultural heritage.

ANALYSIS /CHECKLIST
- What are the characteristics of the participants in

the activities (age, expectations, personal and
organizationalneeds?

- What are the mainobjectives of the activity I want
to carry out?

- What are the technical difficulties of the proposed
discipline that coulddiscourageparticipation?

- What personal difficulties could discourage
participation (little time available, insufficient
number of participants, linguistic limitations, too
muchactivity)

- …….

PRACTICALTIPS
- Review the rules of the activities in order to

encourageparticipation (e.g. reduce the frequency
and duration of sports practice - e.g. weekly
sessions,quickmatcheswith shorter times)

- Structure the activity and / or review the rules of
the gameinorder to ensure the involvement of all
participants and the developmentof collaborative
relationships between the participants (e.g.
unlimited changes, limits in scoring points by the
sameperson, technicalgesturessimplifiedetc.)

- Insert gamesor playful elements in order to make
the training session joyful and less heavy and
encourageapeaceful atmosphere

- ……

Globalactionplanonphysicalactivity 2018-
2030
https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle
/10665/272722/9789241514187-
eng.pdf?ua=1

HowtouseTREE.Tutorial toadaptandto
modifysport activities to includeeveryone

https://inclusivesportdesign.com/tutorials/
adapt-and-modify-with-tree/

Guidelines on how to adapt and modify
sportactivities to includeevryone
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmu
s-plus/project-result-content/a9f58703-
68a6-474f-8f8c-
946a6e389029/Empowerment%20Through
%20Sports%20Methodology.pdf

Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

INNOVATIVE SPORTSPRACTICES
Asalready mentioned in the previous point, it could also be very
useful,where possible, todraw onnew sportspractices that have
beencodifiedprecisely inorder toemphasizethesocial integration
dimensionof sport.We mentionamongthese:
-Social football
-Football3
-KinBall
It is also interesting to consider sports that come from other
cultures, such as Cricket, traditional sports and games of each
culture. Sharingandpracticing these sports canbe anopportunity
for migrants to be protagonists, teaching others these sports and
games,thusmakingsport anopportunity for intercultural learning.

ANALYSIS /CHECKLIST
- What is the originandthe sportbackgroundof the

participantsin the activities?
- What are the traditional sports and gamesof the

countries of origin of the participants that I can
draw from?

- What are the "winning" elements of good
integrationpractices throughsport that I know?

- How can I use / re-propose traditional games /
sportsandwinningelements inmyactivities?

- ……

PRACTICALTIPS
- Try to do a research on good practices of

integration through sport and analyze its
characteristics andelementsof success

- Organizemulticultural sports dayswhere migrants
themselves propose / teach the traditional
discipline/gameof the countryof origin

- Revisit the sportingdisciplineyouwant to propose
by inserting / adapting some of the winning
elementsof the goodpracticesanalyzed (e.g. rules
that reward fair-play,encourageparticipation and
involvementof everyone, favourcollaboration:"no
onestayson thebench", "goal limitsperperson)

- You can use the previous activities to observe
attitudes, degree of involvement, level of
participationandmotivationoftheparticipantsand
adapt theactivities accordingly

- …….

SimcasPilot test
Reportonbestpracticeanalysis
http://simcas.eu/lookbook/

Alldifferent – all the same?Manual for
developingtraining sessionsfor groupsof
refugees

https://www.sportanddev.org/en/docume
nt/manuals-and-tools/all-different-all-
same-developing-training-sessions-groups-
refugees

HowtoPlayThreeSidedFootball

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VEHbj
EUMvV0
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Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

USEACOMMUNITYBASEDAPPROACH
Adopting a community-basedapproach means that organizations
offering services to migrants are required not only to provide
individual-centredactivities butmusthave thepotential tohavean
impact on the communityinorder to facilitate the settlement and
integrationprocess.Aprocessthat embracesinclusiveparticipation
mustcreatenetworksofall stakeholdersandintegrate theactivities
provided by different agencies into a common intervention
strategy. Community,in the contextof the migrants, refers to the
different elements that surround individuals, their family and
closest friends, neighbours, local governments and public entities
that provide services and support. The community, as a dynamic
and interconnected entity, mustbeseenasanecosysteminwhich
all components are connected to each other through constant
interaction.

ANALYSIS /CHECKLIST
- Doyouknowthe area and its community? Canyou

recognizeitspotential and limits?
- Do you have a relationship of dialogue and

collaboration with local institutions and civil
society?

- What is the presence of immigrants in the area?
What isthe level of integrationandparticipation?

- How can the activities involving immigrants that
youproposecontribute totheir integration intothe
reference community?

- …….

PRACTICALTIPS
- Organise periodic training or sport events in city

spaces-parks,squares,etc. with the aimofmaking
immigrants familiar with the area; encourage
meetingsandexchangeswith the local community;
raise awareness on respect and care for the area
throughsport

- co-operatewith local institutions andorganisations
(e.g. neighbourhoodcommittees, etc.) to organise
awareness-raisingevents throughsport

- ……..

Overview of the different stages of the
community-basedapproach
https://www.unhcr.org/47f0a6db2.pdf

Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

MIX SPORT,CULTUREANDPERSONALDEVELOPMENT

The use of sport to integrate group of migrants in the host
community has become very popular in recent years and
experiencehasdemonstratedthat it canbeaneffective tool forthis
purpose.However, it shouldbenotedthat sport isin aneutral tool.
The impact, positive or negative, depends on the goals toward
which the sport-based activities are directed, the skills and
competencesof the people involved and the social context. Sport
can actually serve undesirable ends and, when used badly, even
exacerbate social problemsand barriers. Introducing components
suchas culture andeducation can enrich the quality of the sport
activities by fostering a balancebetween physical activity, culture
and personal development. To ensure a significant impact on
migrants, sport shouldbe adopted as part of a package in which
other measures, such as training programs, social and cultural
activities, informationcampaigns,etc., are combined.Thiswill offer
participants a multidimensionalintervention that ismore relevant
and better tailored to their specific needs.

ANALYSIS /CHECKLIST
- What are the characteristics of the participants

(age, personal and socio-economicneeds, level of
integrationwith the reference community)?

- What can I propose as an integral part of sport
activities to promote personal growth and social
integration?

- What are the proposalsandservicesoffered by the
networkwith which I collaborate or present in the
reference area of the subjects involved in the
activities?

- ……..

PRACTICALTIPS
- Use participation in sports as a lever for

engagement even off the pitch. For example, the
"play who studies" project (aimed at preventing
early school leaving) envisagessupportingsporting
activities with a homeworkaid activity and at the
same time connect the presence of small
participants in regular sport competitions
(specifically football championships) to school
attendance

- Carryout parallel and/or integrated activities, try
tomapthe area andget in touchwith associations
and educational agencies in the area in order to
develop useful collaborations for personal and
social growth

- Combinesportactivities withpreventionandhealth
protection initiatives (dietary education, promote
diagnosticprevention, etc.)

- ……..

Toolkitinwhichusersmayfind information,
guides, tools and advice on the practical
implementation of sport for development
projects andprogrammes
https://www.sportanddev.org/en/toolkit-0
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Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

MULTIDISCIPLINARYSTAFF
Toensure that initiatives implemented for migrantsare successful
and have long-lastingeffects, it is important to establish work
groups in which specialists with different competences work
together to achieve commongoals..Multidisciplinary staffswill be
better equipped to respond to complex environments and cope
with the changingneeds of the target groups.Acknowledgingthe
importanceofacompetentandqualifiedworkforce -bothpaidand
unpaid, mixing different competences and skills and working
together within acommonframework-is crucial for the successof
aninitiative.

ANALYSIS /CHECKLIST
- What are the human resources (employees,

collaborators, volunteers) that I can involve in the
activities?

- What are their personal and professional skills
usefulfor the activities andaimsof theproject?

- Is this staff adequate for the activity I intend to
proposeandrelated objectives?

- DoIhave the financial resources tostrengthen it?
- Can I possibly use other internal resources or

contact the local network to integrate andqualify
the project staff? What kindof collaboration can I
use?

- Is there a coordinator / manager capable of
encouraginginteraction andcollaborationbetween
the staff in order to avoid sectoral and
disconnectedactivities?

- ……

PRACTICALTIPS
- Create aproject staff makingthe roles andtasksof

eachcomponentclear andvisible;
- Organizeperiodic meetingsof the project staff and

activates tools (group chats, mailing lists,
interdisciplinary laboratories) to encourage
comparison, exchangeand collaboration between
thestaff useful for improvingtheknowledgeof the
target group and functional to achieving the
expectedresults

- ……..

Multidisciplinary Team:Meaning,Tips,
Characteristics, andAdvantages

https://www.marketing91.com/multidiscip
linary-team/

https://brandongaille.com/11-
multidisciplinary-team-advantages-and-
disadvantages/
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Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

DEVELOPCOACHMENTORING SKILLS
In order to make sport activities an opportunity for true personal
growthof the participants, it is necessarythat the coachesperfect
their skillsin termsofabilities suchas:

- empathic listening;
- effective communication;
- the ability to identify the latent potential of the

participants, andto favour their emergence;
- the ability to manage the group, contain negativity and

encouragecooperation in the group;
- the ability to understand other cultures, and to foster

intercultural encounter.

ANALYSIS /CHECKLIST
- What kind of relationship did I have with the

participants?
- Can I maintain the necessary distance between

coachandparticipant?
- Can I manage group dynamics? Do I easily

understand situations of personal or group
difficulty?

- Can I guarantee the same opportunities for
participationandinvolvement for all participants?

- What kindofparticipation do I notice in the group
(discontinuous, listless, enthusiastic, etc.)? Can I
understand the reasons for any demotivation of
one or more participants? Can I implement
corrective measures to motivate active
participation?

- …….
PRACTICALTIPS
- Organize/participate in training courses (alsowith

laboratory activities) to: strengthen the
educational, social and pedagogical skills of the
coaches;manage the group effectively; copewith
complicatedsituations (problem-solving);

- Organizeindividual interviews with theparticipants
of the activities, teammeetings,meetingswith the
staff,momentsof verification andstudy;

- Try to encourage and stimulate participation and
collaboration among the participants in the
activities, alsoby using"game rules" functional to
the result;

- Create opportunities to meet even off the pitch to
consolidate interpersonal relationships

- ……..

Simcasbibliographic research (3.4Enabling
conditions tosupportsocial inclusionvia
sport– 3.4.1Reflexive coaching-4
Discussion)

http://simcas.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2020/10/SIMCAS-output-No.-
1-Bibliographic-review-march-2020-1.pdf

SimcasStakeholdersinterview report (6
Beinga coach. Insightsandsuggestions
fromthe field)

Themanualaimstoraise awarenessonthe
benefits ofsportsasameansof inclusion
amongyoungworkersandcoaches
https://matchinclusion.eu/media/match-
manual-en.pdf

HowtoDevelopCoachingandMentoring
Skills
https://www.highspeedtraining.co.uk/hub/
coaching-and-mentoring-skills/

Exampleofdevelopment of the mentoring
program
https://irts.isca.org/mentoring/

Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

SUPPORTEMPOWERMENT

Empowerment, when supported according to evidence-based
approaches,canserveasanequaliser in the realmof social justice,
where individual andsocietal potential becomerealisedandacted
upon.The term empowerment includesa large array of meanings
andconceptsrelated to theprocessofmigrants̓ integration. In this
specific contextand its practical purposes, empowerment isabout
equippingmigrants with the skills, knowledge and confidence to
take charge and make positive changes to their lives, taking the
responsibility to guide themselves the process of integration.
Empowerment approaches have the potential to strengthen
participation by involving target groups and all the main
stakeholders indecision-makingduringallprocessesofaninitiative.
Empowerment is important because it can help organisations to
turn social responsibilities into concrete opportunities of
integration andmutualunderstanding.

ANALYSIS /CHECKLIST
- Do I know the main characteristics of the

participants in the activities? Can I identify
attitudes, difficulties?

- Can I bring out the potential of the individual
participants and leverage these to increase
motivation andself-confidence?

- Can I find the right balance between the technical
role andthe educator role?

- Is there aharmonyof intentions andexpectations
between all the stakeholders involved in sport
activities? (participants, sport organization,
parents, etc., financiers)

- ……..
PRACTICALTIPS
- Propose games and activities capable of bringing

outdifferent attitudesandskillsasaprerogative for
achieving the result (e.g. circusschool)

- Involve the participants by entrusting them with
tasks of responsibility that allow them to gain
confidencein their abilities andat the sametime to
feel useful for thegroup

- Gradually encourage autonomy in carrying out
activities andability to read the results

- Work individually and on the group to manage
frustrations related to failures anddefeats;

- -organizeevents and/orparticipation in
tournaments,local initiatives that encourage
meetingandcomparisonbetween multiple groups

- ………

SportsasaTool forRefugeeEmpowerment
https://www.sportanddev.org/en/article/p
ublication/sports-tool-refugee-
empowerment

TEAM UP WITH STAKEHOLDERS ANALYSIS/CHECKLIST
- Who are the people or groups who may be

interested in the project in the area? (users,

SimcasStakeholdersinterview report (4
Setting upasportprogramforsocial
inclusion)
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Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

MONITORING AND EVALUTATION ANALYSIS/CHECKLIST

Monitoring and evaluation activities are important project
management functions that allow the organisations to ascertain
whether projectsare achievingtheir objectives.While monitoringis
anongoingfunction that provides indicationsofprogress,or lackof
progress,evaluation isa time-boundexercise that aimstoassessin
a systematic and objective way the relevance, performance and
success of ongoing or completed projects. Broadly speaking,
monitoringandevaluation shouldbe regardedbothas informative
and formative, because they provide information that can lead to
improvementof activities aswell asorganisations.Monitoring and
evaluationare importanttoolsfor assessingtheimpactofinitiatives
targetingmigrants. Taken together they offer data that can assist
organisations in terms of decision-making, effectiveness, and
accountability, whichare in turncrucial forupholdinglegitimacy.

In themonitoring:
- Have you planned a constant monitoring program

during the project that takes into account its
different phasesandobjectives?

- What tools can you use to collect data and
informationontheway?

- What resourceswill beusedinmonitoring?
- What are the aspectstomonitor?

In the evaluation:
- what is thepurposeof theevaluation?
- which aspectsare we interested in evaluating and

with respect towhichobjectives?
- what sources of verification, data collection

methods,indicatorswill beused?
- what are the necessary skills, who should

participate in the evaluation process,who should
the (internal -external) evaluation taskbeassigned
to?

- …….
PRACTICALTIPS
- Carryoutaconstant review of theproject
- Establishascheduleof interventions.
- Discuss with the staff and stakeholders to study

changesandadaptationsof theproject activities.
- Useareportingsystemonthephysicalandfinancial

progressof theproject.
- Identify indicators formonitoringandevaluation
- …….

Brief introductiontowhatM&E is,together
with aselection of recommendedreadings
and further linkstohelpyougetstarted.
https://www.sportanddev.org/en/toolkit/
monitoring-and-evaluation/what-
monitoring-and-evaluation-me

Most significant change is a form of
participatory monitoringandevaluation
SIMCASmethodologicalapproach
https://cdn.odi.org/media/documents
/6383.pdf

template
SIMCAS TOOLKIT-part III

Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

When workingincritical areaswithmigrants,adoptinganapproach
basedonaneffective collaborationamongrelevant stakeholdersis
essential. In particular, a cross-sector approach can be key to
creating significant and sustainable improvements. As social
disadvantage and isolation are often multi-dimensional thus
requiringmulti-dimensionalapproaches,effective initiatives should
considerthe collaborationwith stakeholdersfromdifferent sectors
such as health, education, employment, housing and urban
planning. Cross-sectorinterventions will allow a combination of
measuresthat focusbothonthe individual aswell asonthecontext
of the individual.

communities, workers, environment, institutional
investors ................................................................... )

- How does the problem affect them? (social,
financial, political, ethical, genderissues,regulatory
compliance);

- What is the contribution they can bring to the
project?

- Howcan their needsbe integrated into the project
strategies?

- ………
PRACTICALTIPS
- Map stakeholders in thearea
- Invest resources and tools to identify and

consolidate the factors that strengthen
relationships andfosteracommunicativeexchange
with your stakeholders

- Try to reconcile the interests of the stakeholders
who are interested in the project for their greater
involvement

- …….

http://simcas.eu/lookbook/

WorkingTogether forLocal
IntegrationofMigrantsandRefugees
providesconcrete examplesofhow
different-sizedcities haveshapedmigrant
andrefugee integrationpoliciesat the local
level
https://www.oecd-
ilibrary.org/docserver/9789264085350-
en.pdf?expires=1666504916&id=id&accna
me=guest&checksum=F15E060BDB55935D
E49D4B59B7518515

Howtocreate astakeholderengagement
plan
https://www.swiftdigital.com.au/blog/stak
eholder-engagement-plan/
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Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

CHECK AND IMPROVE YOUR GOVERNANCE

Good Governance must be regarded as a concept to lead an
organisation in a democratic and responsibleway; it isbasedon4
mainprinciples (Lowther et al. 2016;Digennaroet al. 2019):

Democracy
● Haveclear andcomprehensivestatutes and regulations
● Ensureopenandfrequentaccessformembersto influence

thepolitical andstrategicdirectionandleadership
● Allow members to have equal rights to run and vote for

leadership functions
● Givemembers,volunteers andemployeesthepossibility to

debateand influence thekeydecisions
● Promotediversitywithinbodiesandstaff
● Abstainfromanyformofdiscrimination

Transparency
● Establishanddisclosetheorganisation s̓vision,missionand

strategy
● Publishstatutes, bylaws, policies andprocedures
● Establishanddisclose the financial concept andadditional

information (budgets, accounts, public support, sponsors,
donations)

● Disclosetheknowledgebaseforkeydecisions
Accountability

● Define clear responsibilities for the different parts of the
organisation including the board, management, staff,
volunteers andvoluntaryboards

● Reportona regularbasisonmainissues
● Haveappropriate control mechanismsinplace
● Assessthe organisation s̓ risks
● Havepoliciesonconflictsofinterest andundueadvantages

inplace
● Haveappropriatepreventionmeasuresinplace

ANALYSIS /CHECKLIST
- Youhave developed an inclusive governance that

guaranteestheprinciplesof:
Democracy
-Transparency
-Accountability
Inclusionof stakeholders

- What are the resourcesandtoolsyouusedtomake
it happen?

- What are the main features to guarantee the
successof theproject?

- …….

PRACTICALTIPS
- Research and analyze similar cases and their

interventionpolicies
- Focusonthemajorcritical aspects toconsider
- Encourage internal and external meetings and

comparisons of social realities and different
internal areas

- …..

Howourhabits influence inclusion in sport

https://inclusivesportdesign.com/tutorials/how-
our-habits-influence-inclusion-in-sport/

Adviceandguidanceonbuildingcapacityof
organisations involved in sport anddevelopment
https://www.sportanddev.org/en/toolkit/capaci
ty-building

Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

Inclusionof stakeholders
● Identify the stakeholders who have to be involved with

regardtodifferent issues
● Establish a policy to let the stakeholders participate in

decision-making.
FLEXIBILITY

Organisationsworkingwithmigrantsoperate inacomplexandfast-
changingenvironment. This requires a certain degree of flexibility
fromorganisations tomeet individual needsandadapt to changes
that mightaffect the social context in which the organisationsare
implementing their initiatives, especially if they are located in
critical areas. In this light, flexibility is an important issue for an
organisation that wants to operate with migrants in an effective
manner. Flexible organisations are more able to be proactive,
adaptable andresilient. Theyalsohaveabetter chanceof surviving
inachangingandcomplexenvironment. Anorganisation thatwants
to achieve an adequate level of flexibility must take into account
the followingkeyelements: the organisational structure shouldbe
ready to respondto potential changes,both internal andexternal;
all the processesshouldbedesigned to respond to uncertainty in
order toensuregoodperformance. Flexibility andeffectivenesscan
beincreasedbyadoptingaparticipatory approachthat involves the
targetgroupandall the relevant stakeholdersin theprocesses;the
human resources must be equipped with a wide range of
competencesandskills;theactivities mustbeadaptable toexternal
changes, especially in relation to the target group in order to
increase the scopeofparticipation.

ANALYSIS /CHECKLIST
- Is your organizationprepared to verify andupdate

itspolicy?
- Is it in line with social andeconomicchanges?
- Doyou takemoreeffective measuresin relation to

thecontext?
- Do you keep in mind the needs of the various

stakeholdersinvolved?
- …….

PRACTICALTIPS
- Be constantly updated on the different social and

economic contexts at local, national and
international level;

- Maintain relationships with institutions and
stakeholderstoevaluate anychanges;

- Listen topeople, especially theweakest ones
- Keep a strong focus on the staff involved with

regard toprofessionalismandempathy
- ……

Flexibleorganisation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdW2WLz
DJGk
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Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

professionality are missing.Focusa recruiting
campaign (also as volunteers) on those
professionals

- Define a detailed communication plan
including in the target actual and potential
sponsors.

- ………

Items Checklist-Analysis/Advices–Practical tips SUGGESTION(bibliography,
useful links, themesto focuson)

SUSTAINABILITY
Projects that have social goalsoften presentdifficulties to achieve
longtermsustainability fromaneconomicpointofview. Inorder to
minimizethese difficulties, it is desirable that the associationwill
achieve the followinggoals:
a) Diversification of financial sources: sport and social projects

canbe financedbydifferent operators, publicandprivate. It is
important toactivate asmuchfinancial channelsaspossiblein
order to have more opportunities. Often, projects started as
pilot project with one type of financial support could reach
sustainabilityusingalternative sources;

b) Wide network: the larger thenetworkof theorganization,the
higher the opportunities to obtain support to implement
projects. This is true for both “in kind” support (including
volunteer works) aswell asfinancial support;

c) Diversified internal skills: associations should try to involve
people with different backgroundand skills not only from a
technical pointof view (e.g. coaches, instructors, sociologists,
etc.) but also from a managerial and organizational point of
view. For example, persons with experience in fundraising,
financial management,organization,mediamanagement,etc.
could provide useful support and information to guarantee
project sustainability also in the longterm.

d) Communication: it is important to communicate project
advancementandresults toproject sponsorsbutalsotoalarge
community.Agoodcommunicationis the base to attract new
peopleandfinancial resources.

ANALYSIS /CHECKLIST
- Which are the sourcesof financing Iusuallyuse?
- AmI approachingbothprivate andpublicpotential

sponsors?
- Have I identified innovative financial tools that I

coulduse?
- DoI usuallywork to enlargemynetwork?
- What are the skillsmyorganization ismissing?
- DoIhave agoodcommunicationplan?
- Do I regularly inform project sponsors on project

achievement andproblems?
- Do I inform also other potential sponsors even if

theyhavenever supportedour activities?
- ……..

PRACTICALTIPS
- Prepare a written list of existing financial

sources, also looking at what other
organizations are doing, and compare it with
what yourassociation isusing

- Prepare a written list of organizations that
could be interested in supporting (in kind
and/or financially) your projects/activities. A
dedicated email and possibly meetings could
be helpful to obtain support from new
channels

- Discuss the abovementioned list with all the
personsinvolved in the association.New ideas
andcontactscouldcomeout

- Try to involve potential sponsors since the
designphaseof the project, inorder to better
respondto their needs

- Deeplylookat the skillthat are already internal
at the organization and identify which

SimcasStakeholdersinterview report (4
Setting upasportprogramforsocial
inclusion)

SimcasSustainability report
http://simcas.eu/lookbook/

The Importanceof Communicationin
Sustainability&SustainableStrategies
https://www.researchgate.net/publication
/315466760_The_Importance_of_Commu
nication_in_Sustainability_Sustainable_Str
ategies
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ITEMS CHECKLIST-ANALYSIS/ADVICES PRACTICAL TIPS

NOW THE
CONTEXT

-Is it a stableor constantlychanginggroup?
-Are they homogeneousgroups in terms of age, origin and type

of detention? If so, what type (prisoners subject to pre-trial
detention, ordinary prisoners, security prisoners, end-of-
sentence prisoners, subjects under external punishment)

-Are there accessiblespaces and structuresfor sports?
-Is there a contact person (educator or other) for the planning

and management of the activities?

-Organize an inspectionto check the availablespacesand
get information on organizational characteristics / limits?

-Organize a meetingwith the contactpersonto learnmore
about the needs and characteristics of the members of
the group

WHICH MOTOR
AND SPORTS
ACTIVITIES

- What is the situation of the participants? Are they inmates at
the end of their sentence? Long-term prisoners?

- Verify the possible existence of sports activities already
present in the institute, those successfully carried out in the
past, any problems encountered in the implementation of
some sports disciplines;

- What are the spaces available for sporting activities? Are they
outdoors or indoors? are they accessible and / or in good
condition?

-Ask to speak with the contact person of the prisoners
involved in the activity (educator, treatment area contact
person, legal-pedagogical officer, etc.) to learn about the
characteristics of the immigrant prison population, the
dynamics present within the same ethnic groups and
among the different groups.

-Check the available spaces (e.g. open or closed) and
materials available for sporting activities and define the
activities also based on the number of participants

-Check for any limits imposed by the structure in the
choice of sports (often related to the need to use
equipment / materials prohibited within the institute).

CHANGE THE
RULES

- How much I know about the sporting activity that I purpose?
Am I able enough to change the rules?

- What is my knowledge about social education through sport?
- What kind of sporting experience prisoners had? How do they

feel the aspect of winning and losing?
- Which are the limits that I perceive in the activity/discipline I

am proposing?

- Analyse the sport you are purposing, understand its
features, if they can be adapted or not and what to focus
on.

- Encourage reflective and discussion moments, to get in
touch with prisoners experiences and how much of the
social impact they can get.

- Dealing with sport, put yourself at their same level, in
order to let them realize that you can be equal to them

- Which are the limits that I perceive in dealing with the group or
the organizational and logistic situation within the penitentiary?

and vice versa: all of you can have limit but you also have
or can develop all the skills to overate them.

INNOVATIVE
SPORTS
PRACTICES

- Did they practice sport in their own country?
- How do they feel sport, as an opportunity or a limited right?
- Are there already realized and previous experiences of

“innovative sporting practices”? And how they have been
perceived?

- Regarding the prisoners group, the objectives I want to fulfill
and my personal and professional skills, are there innovative
practices that I know and that I can apply?

- How can I combine the participants’ sporting/cultural
background with the proposing activity?

- Exchange moments of knowledge of different cultures,
starting from your own, enhancing their cultural
differences and origins, also dealing with the concept of
sport.

- Discuss about best practices of social sport and let them
be able to discuss with you if they agree or not, feeling
free to have positive or negative judgments.

- Involve all participant in the development of the proposal
actively, showing its characteristics and objectives

MIX SPORT,
CULTURE AND
PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT

- Which are their soft, hard and linguistic skills?
- How can I empower the educational offer?
- Which are the other subjects within the penitentiary Institute?

What kind of services do they offer? How can the several
activities be integrated in order to strengthen their individual
effectiveness?

-
- Analyze if any linguistic difficult can limit the way they live

this opportunity and use sport as vehicle to improve their
linguistic skills. You can organize training using
“sporting words”, as starting point and value non formal
methodologies, such as peer 2 peer education among
prisoners coming from a same Country.

- Try to understand “who” they were before the prison
experience, if they had other experiences during which
they gave developed other skills and how they can be
enhanced dealing with sport, such as collaboration,
understanding the limit, respecting and so on.

- Involve territorial associations, stakeholders and sporting
testimonials and/or managers to talk about their
experience, especially with social project with other
migrants
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- Propose a meeting among the several subjects (both
internal and external) which operate within the
penitentiary institute with the aim of getting in touch with
their specificities and activities, sharing limits and needs
they have perceived from each one of them,
understanding together if and how individual activities
can be integrated for a more structured and effective
offer.

USE A
COMMUNITY
BASED
APPROACH

- How can I raise awareness citizens about the condition of
prisoners and their chance to be again active part of society?

- How can I integrate the proposed sporting activities within the
prison with the ones I propose on the territory, by raising
awareness and also involving external stakeholders?

- According to prison staff, try to encourage external
events and dedicated to society, in order to talk about
your experience, the “strength” for social inclusion and
how it can work in a fragile context such as the prison.
Help them to understand how a second opportunity can
be offered to anyone.

- Organize sporting meeting and events within the prison,
inviting external group of athletes and representatives of
the civil society and local Institutions.

- Organize sporting events (for example “sport festivals”)
that can be developed within the penitentiary institute, as
one of places where it can take place and identified as
integral part of the territory

- Let get in touch with the sporting activities developed
within the prison and the results obtained outside

- Promote the social reintegration and/or re-employment
after the prison, giving to former prisoner the opportunity
to attend both sporting activities and realized by your
organization and at the end of the sentence.

MULTIDISCIPLIN
ARY STAFF

- Can I strengthen and develop new skills within my staff, dealing
with this kind of beneficiaries?

- Which are the necessary figures dealing with an inclusive,
effective and lasting sporting intervention within penitentiary
institutions?

- Organize a training course about social impact of sport,
social inclusion, intercultural mediation, analysing
prejudices and stereotypes that, first of all, belong to us.
It could be useful also for the penitentiary staff.

- What kind of professional and personal skills are required in
order to achieve success through the initiative?

- Have I this kind of figures within my staff and organization?
-

- Verify the chance to synergistically with staff who works
within the penitentiary institute (contact person /
educational figures, psychologists, any cultural mediator)
in order to know better the context and needs and to
include the activity in a more complex and effective path

DEVELOP COACH
MENTORING
SKILLS
.

- Which are the personal and professional skill required by a
trainer who organizes sporting activities within a prison?

- Have the sporting operators whom I am involving already
worked in penitentiary institutes? Do they have skills and
experiences in the educational, social and pedagogic field?

- Do they have experiences managing difficult groups and
situations?

- Try to recover and give detailed information regarding
the penitentiary institute to the operators involved.

- Organize a meeting with involved operators and the
educational figures and managers of the area, in order to
know better dynamics within the Institute an especially
the involved group’s characteristics

- Organize training moments and focused laboratories
destined to sporting operators working within the prison
(aware of the context, required hard skills, consolidation
of soft skills)

SUPPORT
EMPOWERMENT

- How can I insist on the developing of spirit of collaboration
among the prisoners?

- How can they newly feel that there is someone to count on?
- Which are participants’ characteristics? Which are their

strengths and limits to work on and with which objectives (also
managing with dwell time within the penitentiary institute?)

- Do the activities I am proposing interesting from their
perspective? Do I perceive them participating and motivated?

- How can I contribute to empower trust with and among
participants?

- Am I able to let each one of them living his best and learning
new skills and be more confident about his own skills
progressively?

- Maybe also involving their educational figure in prison,
organize reflective moments to analyze how they are
feeling sporting activities and the effect they are having
thanks to them.
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ITEMS CHECKLIST-ANALYSIS/ADVICES PRACTICAL TIPS

KNOW THE CONTEXT -Where is the refugeecamp located?
-What are the potential open spaces/sport facilities to
be used?

-What are the needs of the community in terms of
sports?

-Are any other NGOs alreadyofferingsimilar activities?
-Can you collaboratewith other NGOs that are already
offering activities (not only sport one) in the camp?

-Who can assist with the outreachat the community?
-What are the languagesspoken by the communityor
the participants?

-Do you need to include translatorsin the activities?
-What ethnicitieswill be representedin the activities?
-What are the relationships between participants of
different ethnic groups?

-Can you identify some people from the refugee
community to get involved with the activity and make
connections with the community?

-Be creative to use the available spaces as much as
possible

-Take into consideration the practical issues that the
participants might face in terms of transportation (e.g.
schedule of schools)

-Be open to collaborate with other NGOs that already
know the target community

-Find ways to communicatewith potentialparticipants
-Consider that the group of participantsmight speak 2 or
3 different languages without having a common one

-Identify participants that can have a role as assistant
coaches to make the translation and communicate
directly with the participants

-Make sure that the mix of groups (ethnicities, genders)
will not provoke any issues in the community – make it
gradually

-Identify and activatepeople who are interested in having
a role within the community and offer motives to them to
get engaged

WHICH MOTOR AND
SPORTS ACTIVITIES

-What are the provenienceof the participants?
-What are their needs/desires?
-Which sport activitywould better fit them?
-Does the refugee camp have the facilities to support
the implementation of the activities?

-Which is the scope of the activity, to enhance sport
technique or to enhance soft skills?

-Is the activity structured in a way that captures the
interest of the participants?

-Take into consideration the demographics of the group
related to culture difference

-Let them expresswhat they like or dislike
-Be sure that you can efficiently implement your planned
activities in the given facilities

-Adapt your activities to your scope, focus more on their
behaviour, collaboration, communication if you aim to
enhance soft skills

-Adjust your sessions in a way that the participants find
them attractive, interesting and engaging

CHANGE THE RULES -Can everyone follow the difficulty level of the
activities?

-Do you use simple language when explaining the
activities and the rules?

-Are the activities adjusted in an inclusive way that
promotes social empowerment such as gender
equality and social inclusion?

-Do the activities or the clothes used during the
sessions respect the cultural characteristics of the
participants?

-Is everyone offered the same opportunities for
participating?

-Adapt the level of the activities in an inclusive way that
will enable the interaction between more and less skilful
participants

-Promote interaction of male and female participants to
break the stereotypes but take into consideration if it
acceptable from everyone

-Design the activities that will respect cultural differences
and promote a change gradually to make it acceptable

-Distribute clothes taking into account with what the
participants would feel more comfortable and confident

-Offer a safe place for sports activities,if girls do not want
to participate at the same time with the boys or do not
want to be observed by spectators respect it and try to
promote a gradual change to that

INNOVATIVE SPORTS
PRACTICES

-Do you use sports as a means of intervention in a
systematic way or do you just offer sport activities?

-Do you take into considerationwhat elements are the
most important ones to address at the target group?

-Do you combine differentkinds of activitiesso that all
participants can demonstrate their competence at
least at some level?

- Have a clear scope of what you want to achieve and
find ways to prepare the activities in the most effective
way

- Investigate what are the needs of your target group (e.g.
enhancing social interaction, empowering girls, offering
fun, promoting physical activity)

- Combine different activities and introduce different
sports in order for everyone to have the ability to show
at what he/she is good at (e.g. someone is very skilled
on basketball but not on football)

MIX SPORT,
CULTURE AND
PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT

-Does your activityfocuson personaldevelopmentand
social empowerment?

-Does your activity take into considerationthe context
and the cultural characteristics of the participants?

-Does your activity have a good balance of sport,
recreational and cultural activities?

-Is your activity in line with other activities that are
taking place in the refugee camp?

-

-The activities should have clear scope and address
specific issues

-Use the Theoryof Change to identifywhat you would like
to achieve and how you will achieve it

-Take into account what can be acceptable and foster
gradual changes

-Design the activitiesin a bothplayfuland educationalway
-Combine examples from the sport context and everyday
life

-Implement an activity in a way that can offer added value
to the community

-Discuss with other NGOs, camp managers and other
actors about what is needed
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USE A COMMUNITY
BASED APPROACH

-Can you have direct communication with the
community?

-Can the communitytrustyou?
-Can you engage the community to participatein your
activities?

-What can the activitiesoffer to the community?
-How can the participants benefit from their
participation at a community level?

-Find ways to communicatedirectlywith the community
-Activate the community and find some potential leaders
from within the community to serve as role models

-Gain the confidencefrom the communityby giving them
voice and take into account their suggestions and desires

-Promote your activities in a meaningfulway, prepare info
days for explaining to the participants and their families
what you want to do and why, prepare special sessions
and invite the families of the participants to experience
the activities

-Use your past experienceas an example:explain to them
what you have achieved in the past in the similar
contexts, explain what you expect to achieve at their
community by offering this activity

-Explain what the benefitsof the participationcan be in an
individual and in a social level (e.g. personal
empowerment, conflict resolution)

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
STAFF

- What are the needs that I have to cover?
- What are the hard and soft skills of my human

resources?
- Do the existing staff members have the appropriate

background to support the activities?
- Do I have volunteers to be engaged in the activities?
- Do I have the appropriate person in charge in order

to coordinate all the other staff members?
- Do I have adequate financial resources to support

my activity?
- Can I find support from any formal or informal

network

- Use the Theory of Change in order to identify all the
steps that you have to take in order to achieve the best
of the program

- Identify what hard and soft skills are needed as well as
previous experience or willingness to work in such a
context

- Check if your existing staff members have what it is
needed to implement the activity in the most
appropriate way

- Find potential volunteers and offer motives for them to
engage with your activities

- Be sure that all the activities and the staff members will
be coordinated by a person having the skills to do so

- Check if your activities have adequate funding and
explore opportunities for increasing the budget or cover
some costs (e.g. sport equipment) by donations or
sponsorships

- Explore the possibility for partnering with other
organizations in terms of finding volunteers, materials or
preparing some special events

- Use the previous experience of your organization to
better address the issues

DEVELOP COACH
MENTORING SKILLS

- Do the coaches have a good picture of the context?
- Have I offered them the opportunity to learn more

about the refugee situation or the existing reality at
the refugee camp we are going to work at?

- Are they equipped with any pedagogical skills for
working with the target population?

- Can they find a balance between the coach-
participant relationship?

- Find coaches that have not only the hard skills for the
position but also a good overview of the context

- Offer them more opportunities to learn about the
situation or the context of implementation

- Encourage offering trainings within the working team or
refer your personnel to external ones

- Check their background: have they worked with similar
populations? Do they seem to have the skills to do so?

- Get information from the interview. Your instinct can
say if someone can fit in your program or not

- Ensure that they will maintain a balance between their
role and the participants

- Monitor how they are performing in the sessions and
what are the relationships between them and the
participants

SUPPORT
EMPOWERMENT

- Do I have a good picture of the participants’ existing
situation?

- Have I recognized the areas where the
empowerment is more needed (e.g. social
interaction, soft skills)?

- Have I structured an activity that meets the demands
of the participants in terms of understanding and
motivation for working on empowerment?

- Have I made clear to the participants that the
activities focus on empowerment rather than sport
technique?

- Investigate the needs of the participants and get familiar
with their situation (e.g. children attending school or
not, adults working or not, asylum process progress)

- Examine what the community needs (e.g. strengthening
of relationships among members, work on personal
development)

- Be clear to your participants about the scope of the
project, explain your plan in order not to foster
unrealistic expectations

- Explain to the participants what, when, where and why
you plan to implement and listen to them

-
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-
TEAM UP WITH
STAKEHOLDERS

- Can you identify the current stakeholders/actors that
are already working in the refugee camp?

- Have you identified how the planned activity can
offer an added value to the existing activities of other
actors?

- Have you identified key persons (workers from
NGOs, people from the community) that can support
and facilitate the activities’ process?

- Create synergies with other actors that already know
the community

- Identify who can contribute to what (outreach,
implementation, monitoring)

- Present a concrete plan to the other stakeholders and
explain in depth your activities

- Listen to the other stakeholders’ opinions
- Engage individuals from the community or volunteers

from other actors who would like to actively contribute
to your activity and distribute roles and duties
accordingly

MONITORING AND
EVALUTATION

- Are all the individuals involved in the activity familiar
enough with the monitoring procedures?

- Have you ensured that everyone follows the M&E
procedures?

- What is the monitoring provided by the senior
management?

- Explain to all the individuals why and how the
monitoring procedure should take place

- Train the individuals accordingly
- Monitor the M&E procedure closely
- Have regular follow ups with the individuals in charge of

M&E

CHECK AND
IMPROVE YOUR
GOVERNANCE

- Do you provide equal opportunities regardless of
ethnicity, religion, gender?

- Do you follow transparent procedures throughout the
implementation of the activity?

- Choose your personnel based only on the criterion of
their expertise

- Be open to accept diversity
- Follow clear and transparent procedures
- Keep track (in a written way) of whatever takes place

FLEXIBILITY - Are you aware of the changes occurring within the
context of the refugee camp or the refugee policies
on a national level?

- Are you able to adapt to any changes that might
occur in terms of the nature of the activities or the
schedule of the activities?

- Be open to discuss and find out about the daily life in
the camps

- Follow the news and stay close to what takes place in
terms of policies

- Don’t be afraid to take radical decision if needed
- Be creative to change/adapt the activities and the way

of your work
- Remember that refugee camps are an extremely

dynamic environment with a lot of changes occurring
simultaneously

SUSTAINABILITY - Have you created a plan for the project’s
implementation after its funding?

- Have you actively searched for financial support
even before the end of the existing funding?

- Have you created synergies that could minimize the
cost of the offered activities?

- Have you communicated your impact enough?

- Be aware of the steps for the project’s implementation
- Present the steps to other stakeholders and

communicate your results
- Actively search for funding opportunities
- Try to secure funding from different resources and

cover different budget categories from different
donors/sponsors

- Create synergies that will minimize the cost/maximize
the impact of the activities

- Prepare a clear analysis of your impact and be prepared
to actively use it for financial support
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ITEMS CHECKLIST-ANALYSIS/ADVICES PRACTICALTIPS
KNOWTHECONTEXT - Context dynamics (what do they do in their free time? What -

time do children finish school?Do they have obligations that
might impact their participation in activities?)

- Where are the nearest refugee camps?
- Where are sport facilities? Are they easily accessible?Whocan

use them? Are they public areas (are there changing rooms,
other clubs using the same space,is the public able to access
in anymoment)?

- Howare the sport facilities connectedto public transport? Is
there adequate lighting in the surrounding area after
darkness?

- Are there other organisationsworking in the area and/or with
the sametarget group?

- Are there any sports clubs, community centres or language
schoolsthat you couldconnectwith?

- What is the situation of the participants, what constraintsand
support do they have? Are they at school, working, doing
education, in a camp or NEET?Did they arrive with their
family, do they have children, how much social support do
they have?

-

Get involved in the local area (ask social services, go to
activities they might organizethat are not sport related, etc.)
to know the dynamicsof the context

- Goto community centres, camps,language coursesetc. to
presentyour activity offer. Handout multi-lingual flyers or if
there is space,run a preliminary session.

- Offer to collect a groupof people from one of these locations
to accompanythem to your session,so they know how to get
there and feel comfortable

- Provide free childcare, especially when workingwith women
refugees that have children

WHICH MOTOR AND
SPORTSACTIVITIES

- What are their preferred activities?
- In which spotsin the city would they like to do activities?
- Which closingactivity would they like to do?
- Are there other sportsclubsor associationsin the area?Which

sportsare they offering? For which target groups?
- Howmuchpersonal equipment does a participant need to do

this sport? Canyou assistwith purchasing costs?

- Organize informal meetingswith the community and children
to empower them in the decision-making process of what
activities shouldbe implemented.

- Facilities must be accessibleand be asafe spacefor women.
- Especially those with lesssport experience maybe reached

better with indoor spaces/sportsinthe winter to get
protection in badweather situations

- Before offering sport sessions to refugees, organise a
workshopabout diversity and inclusion for the future coach

CHANGETHERULES - What are the rules of sportthat canbe identified aspromoters
of inclusion?Couldweaddsomenewonesto further promote
inclusion?

- Is there a defined structure of the sessions?Do we conceive
time for welcoming participants, getting interested in their
daily life, and giving them space to express their feeling
towards the session?

- How can I ensure that everybody is involved at all times,
despitedifferent skill levels and languageabilities?

- How can I adapt the session/task/space/equipment to
challenge more experienced learners and support beginners
at the sametime?

- How can I give ownership to participants during the sessions
and encouragecreativity, decision-makingand leadership?

- Make participants act on discussing and deciding upon the
rules with which they want to play. Furthermore, not only
rules shouldbedefined but also the consequencesofbreaking
them. This must be a participative process,so they feel the
rules of the game as something that belongs to them
(therefore, more to break).

- Hold awelcome and goodbyecircle at the start and end of
your sessions,to set expectations,provide relevant
information andwelcomenewcomers

- Haveawarm-upactivity that doesnot required fixed
numbersand for which it is easyto include newarrivals, so
that it doesnot matter if peoplearrive late – they usually
have a goodreason, even if you donot understand it.

- Donot bedisheartened if numbersfluctuate heavily for open
training sessions.Themost important aspectis continuity.

- Provide a lot of visual cluesanddemonstrations whilst
coaching

INNOVATIVE SPORTS
PRACTICES

- Whichare their leisure activities in their free time?
- What is the relation between the activities they practicein

their free time andthe activities of their origin country?
- Are the sport sessionsaccessiblefor all levels of experience?

- Analysewhich are the mostpositives activities for the
empowerment of the groupparticipants

- Selectthe activities that better adapt to different participants
of the group

- Let them choose their sport or favourite activities at some
point of the session

- Beflexible andadaptactivities throughout the programme.
- Askparticipants about their preferences
- Runpreliminary sessionsfor different sportsandmakea

longer programmeout of them if interest is there.
MIX SPORT,CULTURE
ANDPERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT

- Do training courses consider diversity and the dynamics of
complexurban areas?

- Do children in these areas participate in local activities (sport
related or not) that are not basedin their living context?

- Are there social or cultural associations with which to

- Meet with professionals (i.e. social services) and local
representatives (i.e. migrant associations)to understand
their realty sothen it canbe consideredin the modulesof
training coursesfor coaches,volunteers, etc.

- Usethe establishedrelationship to promote other activities
andfind waysto facilitate their involvement (i.e. talk to the
promoters of suchactivities to lower the entrance fee;
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collaborate?
- Can a social worker be present during the sport sessions?

What supportcanyou offer?
- Is there a comfortable spaceat the venue to gather before or

after the sport sessionsand discussother topics?
- What is my coaching philosophy and what are our group

values?
- Do I know any sports activities / exercises that incorporate

playful skill development?What topicsdo I want to focuson?

accompanythem to the activity; etc.)
- Createa group/community agreement together with

participants on how to treat eachother andexpectations.
Revisit it on regular intervals and/ or hangit up.

USE A COMMUNITY
BASEDAPPROACH

- Do people inside the community organise activities for
themselves and the whole community?

- Which is the relation between the activities and the
neighbourhood life (associations, neighbours, cultural and
sportive entities…)

- Are there any community events or festivals where you could
hold a preliminary session or present your
organisation/activities?

- Are there any interesting organisations that you could
collaborate with and at which you could hold a
workshop/event with your participants? Would they also
cometo your session?

- Are your participants involved in any other community groups
or activities? Couldthey showit to the rest of the group?

- Identify all the actorsof the community and involve them in
the definition andexecutionof aproprietary activity. Madeby
and for them.

- Inform the communityabout the different activities are taking
place in the neighbourhood

- Doexcursionsin city spacesto provide orientation, for
leisure/team-building purposesbut also support services

- Develop goodrelationships and networks with other NGOS/
serviceproviders in your community

- Fromtime to time, provide opportunities for families/friends
of participants to attend, sothat you canbuild up a
relationship andrelate to them.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
STAFF

- Howcanthe mentor have influence on the different members
of the group?

- Which is the relation between the membersof the staff?
- Is there staff available that canspeakto the parentsof younger

participants?
- Are there existing programmes/clubs outside of your

organisations that have experienced staff for this sport and
that you cancollaborate with?

-

-
- Identify people who have a positive impact in the community

and that are seen asmentors by others, to get involved in the
activities.

- Create cohesion activities between the staff members to
improve their goodrelation andcommunication

-

DEVELOP COACH
MENTORING SKILLS

- Which dynamics can prepare the coach to be closer to the
participants?

- Which is the best structure of the sessionso the participants
can identify their coachasamentor?

- Training courseto learn the characteristicsof the participants
(vulnerability, social exclusion risk, migrant people…)

- Training course about an inclusive and non discriminatory
language

- Create actions in which all the community can participate so
all the members of the community can meet the coach
(families, neighbours…)

SUPPORT
EMPOWERMENT

- Which are the main interests, curiosities, affinities… of the
participants.

- Howcantheir curiosities be satisfied?
- How can the coach evoke the participants decision making

process

- Createdynamicsto foster cohesionof the participants
- Create dynamicsand moments in which the participants feel

comfortable enoughto expresstheir ideasandmotivations

- Make them becomepart of the group in the different
proposedactions, activities…

TEAM UP WITH
STAKEHOLDERS

- What is their current relationship with people living in this
specific context?

- Have the stakeholders ever been related with this kind of
participantsor activities?

- Get a clear picture of what stakeholders cando andwhat
their limitations are.

- Try not to involve many stakeholdersbut the onesinterested
on it
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- Are the tools usedeasy to manageby evaluators?
- Howare we goingto use the results of the evaluation?
- Which organisations are in your area that work with your

target group? E.g.schools, language schools, neighbourhood
centers, refugee centers, sports clubs, NGOs,job centers and
cultural centers

- To get an evaluation which canbeusedin different areasand
ghettos sowe cancompare the results

- Theevaluation shouldbeuseful to evolve in the next yearsand
it shouldbe reviewed every year

- Present your project to external stakeholders and accompany
interested participantsto your activities

CHECKAND IMPROVE
YOURGOVERNANCE

- Doyou have regular meetingswith all the people involved?
- Do the different people involved have knowledge about the

organisation's goals?

- Promote involvement with projects from others
organizations

FLEXIBILITY - Has your organization detected and selected different
professionals’profile in order to be ready to actuponpossible
changesin the team of professionals involved in a particular
project?

- If you are cooperating with other local actors to hold your
activities – which policies do they have in place that you may
need to abide by?

- Have an updated data base with potential professionals
ordered by skills (hard and soft), commuting distance,
availability, etc.

SUSTAINABILITY - If a project is supported by a scholarship have we foreseen
what will happenoncethere’s no scholarship?

- Should we start a project that is only supported by
scholarships?

- What canwe do to keep the social project in the long term?
- Is a 1 or 2 year project useful? Is it sustainable?
- Are there any local companiesthat cansupport your activities

financially or through equipment donations?

- Take into account that sustainability is not only about
financial / economics.

- Having good political connections and stakeholders can
alwayshelp the interest on the continuity of the project, so
moneywill flow.
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ACTIVITY PLANNING
Foreword
Social work is full of ethical, affective and emotional significance. Designing an activity
can be the privileged moment in which one makes explicit one's values, models of
reference, the theories one implicitly and sometimes unconsciously uses to make
sense of and explain phenomena, and compare value systems.
There are a number of factors that give special characteristics to planning activity in
the "social": the type of services offered (helping interventions aimed at producing
changes at the personal and social level; the presence of professional or semi-
professional staff (educators, sociologists, teachers, doctors, psychologists); the
value dimension, type of relationships within the network of services and within the
context-community in which one is placed, network organisation and the strong
reliance on external funding.
The greatest difficulties are inherent in the fact that planning represents an activity that
forces one to come to terms with the "limit," to represent goals, expectations,
intentions with value orientations, concrete choices and resources.

Risk of social planning
The SIMCAS project offered key guidelines for successful intervention. These include:
- the reading of needs and analysis of the ability to respond to them by identifying
consequent and coherent objectives;

- the active involvement of all stakeholders from the design stage;
- constant monitoring of activities and evaluation of results.

The most common risks of social design, on the other hand, are:
- unachievable goals: these are often disproportionate with respect to the time, energy
available and concrete chances of success. There is a profound underestimation of
the technical dimension of the work and an overestimation of "purpose."

- rare reference to verification;
- difficult dialogue with the economic dimension and financial aspects;
- difficulty of collaboration and interactions between the figures involved. Each
professional tends to develop a kind of micro-project in the "dual" relationship with
the user: interprets the need, defines the problem, sets goals of intervention, defines
time, methods and modes of verification. The complexity of the problems, to which
an answer is sought, almost always requires the collaboration of several "knowledge"

- difficulty in networking. The element of difficulty lies in the fact that different social
welfare organisations are often significantly different one from each other in terms of
organisational structure, type, size, sector, mission, logics and organisational
cultures, values and linguistic codes. Projects requiring "network" intervention are
necessarily conditioned by the forms of integration and the type of pre-existing
exchanges between different organisations. As highlighted by the SIMCAS pilot test,
projects in social work increasingly need to be conceived as projects "of and
between" different organisations, that is, they must be cross-disciplinary.
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Stages of a project
I Stage: Design
The first stage corresponds to design, the moment when one or more people
hypothesise to implement a project. An intervention project arises from responding to
a range of social needs, emergencies and unresolved problems, improving the
educational environment, promoting greater well-being, and enhancing the quality of
life of the recipients.
II Stage: Activation
The second stage corresponds to activation. It is necessary to verify what resources
(human, financial, and instrumental) are available, identify roles, recognise the
problem and the intervention strategies, obtain consent, and analyse the client's
demand.
At this intermediate stage, it is necessary to deal with essentially four aspects:
- developing alliances in the form of social consent and agreements (partnerships)
between different organisations, institutions, and agencies;

- identifying strategies for action;
- identifying and activating essential resources;
- arriving at a shared definition of the scope of action and the problem to be solved.

In the activation phase, the strategies to be pursued, the underlying philosophy of a
future project, begin to be defined and clarified. Strategies are macro-methodologies;
they concern approaches and deeply held beliefs about social change, conceptions
of education, development, democracy, health, quality of life, etc. Strategies guide
social actions even though they do not determine specific ways and solutions.
III Stage: Development of the project
The next stage is the development of a project, the identification and planning of the
different phases of the intervention.
Beyond the approach that is used, the project should, in any case, meet the
requirement of logicality and congruence among its different parts, which are:
- Analysis of the problem on which it is intended to intervene: definition; how it
manifests itself; what are its causes and nature; why is it relevant and whether the
people directly affected by it perceive it as a problem and desire change; the extent
and whether it is expanding; why it is considered important to intervene; what other
problems it generates in turn; who (services, groups, practitioners) in the community
is already dealing with that problem.

- It is necessary to acquire or possess both a general knowledge of the problem and
a knowledge of how it manifests itself and its peculiarities in the group or territory
where the intervention will take place, the different laws on the subject, etc. In order
to define and analyse the problem, one can make use of knowledge already acquired
in the field, in specialised literature, in epidemiological or other data and statistics, or
it will be necessary to organise ad hoc research with which to try to acquire the
missing knowledge. In some cases, it will be useful to have the collaboration of
experts who deal with the problem on which action is to be taken.

- Identification of goals: setting goals means making explicit what you want to change,
in whom, in what sense, to what extent. Changes, and thus goals, can relate to:
characteristics of individuals (intrapersonal level) such as knowledge, skills, attitudes,
behaviours, affective states, level of satisfaction, self-concept, variables, availability
of material goods, relationships between two or more persons (interpersonal level),
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such as the quality or quantity of relationships among friends, family members,
between teacher and learner... or between two or more systems (intersystem level),
for example, the degree and manner of collaboration between two territorial services;
the characteristics of services, groups, organisations, or the entire territorial
community.

- Beneficiaries of the intervention: that is, on which population the desired changes are
expected. It will be important to know their main socio-demographic characteristics
(age, gender, level of education, marital status, profession) as well as their values,
beliefs and habits, with particular regard to those aspects of values and behaviour
that are most related to the problem addressed. This knowledge will be useful both
in establishing the most appropriate modes of contact and in understanding whether
the activities that will be hypothesised can be accepted, welcomed or otherwise will
be achievable with that particular population. An extremely important question
concerns whether, how much, and in what way, the beneficiaries perceive the
problem on which the intervention is being sought and whether or not they consider
the change at which the intervention is aimed to be desirable.

- Intervention model and activities that will be carried out: an intervention model is an
attempt to translate knowledge concerning the modification and control of behaviour
into hypotheses on which actions can be based. These hypotheses may be based
on experimental studies, clinical theories, the results achieved by other projects and
sometimes the accumulated experience of others.

- Evaluation: in the design phase it is convenient to determine whether, and in what
ways, evaluative pathways will be undertaken. In understanding whether the
objectives will be achieved, it is necessary to carry out evaluative research, which, in
general, involves surveying indicators both before and after the intervention.

- Means and resources
IV Stage: Implementation
Corresponds to the implementation of the intervention. Through the initiation of the
first activities, one verifies one's assumptions, implements the interventions and
changes necessary to sustain the project, and develops processes of comparison
and verification during implementation
V Stage: Design Verification
The last stage is the final verification and reformulation, redefinition or conclusion of
the project itself.
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TEMPLATES FOR EFFECTIVE AND SUSTAINABLE INTERVENTION
This part is intended to provide tools capable of:
• lead in a process of analysis of the capacity of the organisation to develop lines of
intervention for the integration of migrants living in critical areas

• accompany the development of a project proposal
• foster the active involvement of participants and stakeholders
• support the process of monitoring and evaluation of the intervention

TOPICS DESCRIPTION TOOLS

CHECK YOUR
ORGANISATION

This checklist is intended to provide a self-assess-
ment tool that will guide the respondent in a pro-
cess of analysis of the capacity of the organisation
to develop lines of intervention for the integration
of migrants living in critical areas.

The organisation is required to complete at least 5
self-assessment engaging key people from the or-
ganisations (coaches, managers, volunteers, etc.)

1-Self assessment tool

HOW TO DESIGN PRO-
JECT

The first document, through questions, helps to
focus the intervention, assess its feasibility, the
consistency of the objectives and expected res-
ults with respect to the identified needs and ac-
tions. This document was drafted based on the
SIMCAS guidelines

The second module contains a functional grid for
the presentation of immigrant integration inter-
ventions through sport in critical areas

2 Right ques�on for an
effec�ve project

3 Descrip�on form

HOW TO MANAGE,
MONITOR AND

EVALUATE PROJECT

Most Significant Change is a self-assessment of
the capacity of the intervention to produce the
desired outcome.
The MSC technique is a form of participatory
monitoring and evaluation. It is a form of monitor-
ing because it occurs throughout the program
cycle and provides information to help people
manage the program. It contributes to evaluation
because it provides data on impact and out-
comes that can be used to help assess the per-
formance of the program as a whole (Davies &
Dart, 2005)
The Form can be
filled by the key people involved in the
project activity (partecipants, staff, key stake-
holder, etc.) see methodological approach)

Reporting project for the integration of migrants
in critical areas through
- Part A. This template guides the description

of the implemented project, consistently
with the submitted proposal, highlighting its
strengths and potential for continuity;

- Part B is intended to facilitate the verification
of the application of SIMCAS guidelines in
the intervention implemented

4 most significant change

5 Project’s report part A

6 Project’s report part B

PILOT TEST

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bX0g8W80ZS4r12QzSKHRTDtBtAmiEQiv/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=101243582823665728308&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hN4xati_z_qxpnBQExq960vRyNRlWu9R/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=112113966223202824511&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hN4xati_z_qxpnBQExq960vRyNRlWu9R/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=112113966223202824511&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hN4xati_z_qxpnBQExq960vRyNRlWu9R/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=112113966223202824511&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hN4xati_z_qxpnBQExq960vRyNRlWu9R/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=112113966223202824511&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12L6xVDIwhd1HVIpucQ6n1rH4tj2ysdfF/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=112113966223202824511&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wDpsd7gaRM1HBNer-m7j3kuBYe1jE24F/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=112113966223202824511&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_FHaCzvgr4pifQDJwRkL0T_7LHzD_BDp/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=112113966223202824511&rtpof=true&sd=true
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PRESENTATION
Each partner set a team of 3 expert (1 coach, 1 trainer, 1 evaluator with experience in
social inclusion) that was required to apply the methodological approach in a range of
specific environment - (prisons, suburbs, refugee camps – by targeting people
coming from different socio-cultural backgrounds and using different approaches
(individual sport, team sport, social support, etc.).
The implementation process, conducted on such diverse environments, produced
feedbacks shared among project partners and allow the research team to introduce
improvements in the methodological approach and its tools, so that they can be
successfully applied in other contexts.
This part of TOOLKIT intends to present the pilot tests also as goods practices for the development of
immigrant integration intervention through sport.
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GIRL POWER PILOT TEST - ABSTRACT

Girl Power launched a leadership & mentorship program during SIMCAS pilot test for
refugees & asylum seekers living in refugee centre & underprivileged communities.
The SIMCAS Pilot project took place in different areas of Denmark. The target group
were refugee women & girls aged 16+
Girl Power Leadership & Mentorship Program had main objectives: to empower
refugee women & new commers in Denmark by providing educational & sporting
opportunities; to encourage healthy life-stye amongst refugees; to create networking
& job opportunities for refugees; to promote inclusion and diversity, and active
participation in society; to mentor refugees to make their voices and their stories
heard
The program consisted of three leadership & mentorship academies, and weekly
football training session, and participation in a football tournament. This program was
developed after conducting a re-search amongst refugee women to understand their
needs and develop an innovative program that meet their needs.
During the Girl Power leadership & mentorship program the participants were trained
to discover their Give Back to the community so the organisation could support them
on their projects. The mentors supported them in their Purpose discovery journey
Quote from one of the Girl Leaders
Sima Kamal

“Escaping from Afghanistan and becoming a refugee was the
toughest event in our live we experienced. I was so scared of

being alone without an identity, in a new country, but after joining Girl
Power trainings, I can now happily say, I have a strong network, I feel
belonging and I can use my passion to coach younger girls and be a
good role model”

� Link to full document
� Link to storytelling

NAME OF PROJECT GIRL POWER LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

CRITICAL AREA UNDERPRIVILEGED COMMUNITIES /
GHETTOS

TARGET GROUP REFUGEE & MIGRANT WOMEN

COUNTRY DENMARK

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NRZx7HkJgAaOloaSXGTFMLI-xk1_gQip/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=101243582823665728308&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dtpmnv2l67YsDnvEDry6GEoWoiTVtVBq/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=101243582823665728308&rtpof=true&sd=true
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CHOG PILOT TEST - ABSTRACT

The pilot test took place in different locations in Berlin, with participants coming from
Berlin and surrounding areas in Brandenburg within the local community. Some of the
participants live in refugee camps and city suburbs in deprived communities.
The main target were refugee women aged 15 + with social disadvantages in relation
to a lack of income, migrant status, gender discrimination, racism, religion
discrimination, missing of a social network, psychological stress (trauma, insecurity),
linguistic problems, difficult access to education, work and leisure activities.
Following the wishes of the participants, the regular activities of football have also
been accompanied by more specific events like excursions, ice skating, cooking
together, picnic, climbing, and so forth. The central part of the project is the
organisation of weekly open football sessions, focussing on fun, fitness and inclusion.
This training has been going on for ten years. It was the wish of the participant to
discover new sports. Therefore boxing sessions, yoga sessions and roller-skate group
were developed on a weekly basis. The project provides refugee women with a way
to actively create and determine their leisure time, in contrast to a potential life without
perspectives in refugee centers.
The sessions are an easily accessible training opportunity for refugee women without
cost and bureaucratic obstacles. Moreover players are engaged in a range of services
and social support after every training session. A social worker supports every
session. Players can discuss issues out of their everyday lives in a safe space and
with people with whom they feel comfortable.
Qualified and experienced staff provided individual support to refugees by referring
them to local football clubs, creating a more balanced and healthy lifestyle for
themselves, supporting their search for housing, apprenticeships and jobs, assisting
with legal matters and referring to suitable lawyers and advising on social activities in
Berlin.
We have developed our methodologies to design a program that is geared to the
needs of refugees, free, registration-free, language-sensitive, patient with the learner,
and based on fun and not performance.

NAME OF PROJECT CHOG LADIES*

CRITICAL AREA DEPRIVED COMMUNITY/NEIGHBOURHOOD(S)

TARGET GROUP REFUGEE WOMEN AGED 15+

COUNTRY GERMANY
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Testimonies of some coaches and participants of the CHog pilot test

“Ilike to play soccer with others and get involved socially. In a game
with many players, it is necessary that one person leads them in this.

“

“For me, boxing always means exploring and overcoming you own
limits, both physically and mentally. As a coach, I think it’s great to

have these experiences together”

“As an Afghan woman I trained as a coach in Afghanistan, After the
Talibans took over the country, I was no longer allowed to train,

but this situation did not prevented me from nurturing my passion to be
a trainer”

“Children are especially important to me, so I try to train with them
together. Sports is the best way to spend time with kids”

� Link to full document
� Link to storytelling

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hxKXW3v1-MBPPINcuCQHzCdK0poanK1t/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=101243582823665728308&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nAycvUlMwPFRfXLz-RCoK6AKVBh0LHOt/view?usp=share_link
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ORGANIZATION EARTH PILOT TEST - ABSTRACT

The OE pilot test was implemented across 6 refugee camps, in Eleonas, Schisto,
Ritsona, Malakasa, Volos, and Korinthos and hosting over 2,000 children, some of
whom were involved with sports equipment, workshops, and excursions outside the
refugee camps in collaboration with other organizations. Two of the them (Elonas and
Schisto) are situated inside the Attica region and Athens. The rest of the mentioned
refugee camps (Ritsona, Malakasa, Corinthos, Volos) are all situated outside the city
of Athens and Attica region.
Refugee children and teenagers (ages 7-17) from Afghanistan, Iran, Syria, Congo,
Iraq, Somalia, and others that lives in disadvantaged condition in terms of social
inclusion and integration, lack of feeling of belonging, lack of sufficient income, lack
of administrative support/facilities, lack of psychosocial support were involved in the
activities.
The activity was aimed at enhancing the social inclusion of the participants, with a
methodology that uses football and other sports-related activities as tool of reflection
and as a means to drive change to improve the life of children and young people even
out-of-the camp once per month in order to promote social exchange and integration
with the local community and values to be respected: commitment, teamwork,
respect, humility, ambition.
These activities refer not only to sport but also to a wide range of cultural, recreational
and educational activities. As a matter of fact, Football and fun activities sessions
were organized based on the needs of the target groups, introductory sessions of
sports (volley, handball, gymnastics, yoga, tae kwon-do), educational sessions and
trips/visits on a monthly basis, family games with the involvement of parents, football
and fun activities in the format of mini festivals and excursions.
OE uses sports as a vehicle for positive social change, integration and cohesion and
the methodology was provided from Barca foundation based on 5 values: effort,
ambition, respect, teamwork, humility. It is aimed at disseminating values related to
sports to encourage changes in attitudes, promote healthy habits for children and
young people, encouraging gender equality, providing empowering experiences for
children and young people, providing space to meet each other, and dialoguing and
exchanging experiences to encourage social cohesion and inclusion.

Our activities focus on social impact where anyone can try, fail and
succeed and how educational and recreational activities create

opportunities to interact with the local area, train volunteer and promote
social interaction through sport activities. The methodology of this
program is not to achieve excellence in sports, but to create a positive
change by promoting the growth and development of children and
young people through various sports games.

(Organization Earth)

� Link to full document
� Link to storytelling

NAME OF PROJECT FUTBOLNET

CRITICAL AREA REFUGEE CAMPS

TARGET GROUP REFUGEE CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS

COUNTRY GREECE
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US ACLI PILOT TEST - ABSTRACT

The Italian pilot test was developed within the prison of Bologna named “Dozza”, that
is one of the Italian prisons characterized by overcrowding and a high percentage of
immigrants: on a total capacity of the institute of 502 prisoners, the prison population
is represented by 756 prisoners of which 404 are foreign people. This numerical data
represents both a value and a need to organize activities able to create dialogues
among different cultures and languages.
Within the Dozza prison there are many activities/services/interventions targeted to
inmates, thanks to the institutional and social network of the area. US ACLI has
already implemented sport activities in this prison and prisoners are very interested in
them (they spend a lot of their free time playing football and they form a rugby team).
The prison of Bologna has been hardly hit by the pandemic, both because of Covid-
19 infected many prisoners and because of prisoners unrest and following protests,
triggered by the reduction of meetings with their families and leave due to the
coronavirus emergency
The activity has focused on two main areas both in terms of topics and objectives:
rugby and empowerment of Italian language.
About 20 prisoners, both foreign and Italian, were involved in the activities, identified
in collaboration with reference figures in the field of prisoner treatment. They are in the
age range 20-40 years old and coming mainly from European countries, others from
African and American countries. In addition to the subjective difficulties related to
detention, prisoners daily experience problems of coexistence and integration
because of the situation of overcrowding, their migrant background and due to lack
of knowledge of the Italian language.
The whole activity has regarded: training meetings dealing with the discipline of rugby
and other sessions focused on the ethic of fair play; teaching Italian Language using
texts, songs and musical pieces that tell of a social sport, solidarity, a space for
learning positive values and principles. When one arrives in a foreign country, people
generally tend to learn the 'words of need', because they are functional to the first
needs related to integration in the new territory. SIMCAS pilot test chose instead the
words of inclusion, emphasising sport as an area for the teaching of Italian as a
Foreign Language - LS in short. The choice was also dictated by the methods that
could be used, which were more relevant to the objective of creating a light context,
as far as possible, and rebuilding a climate in which everyone could be a protagonist.
During all the meetings, the participants were encouraged to play an active role, in
order to feel themselves valued as people, with ability and limits, and not identified

NAME OF PROJECT RUGBY AND ITALIAN CLASS

CRITICAL AREA PRISONS

TARGET GROUP FOREIGN AND ITALIAN PRISONERS

COUNTRY ITALY

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l9BK26uvcSv1869diPb-oOKAiDNxVHDb/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=101243582823665728308&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PWVh3-na70uRQwj-d6XTQ02BzKkYQfQF/view?usp=share_link
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just as a number.

Over the past few months, we have built the alphabet of sport, reread
and analysed the rules of rugby and the principles of fair play,

described the teammate, listened to De Gregori and discussed our own
lives, how sport is helping the inmates on their path, how much it has
united them and how, sometimes, it becomes a space and time of
'freedom'. De Gregori himself sings You cannot judge a player by a
penalty kick' and this is a bit of the message that perhaps we, too,
should learn: prisoners have committed a crime, serious or not serious,
but they have the chance to restart from that mistake to reach a new
self-awareness. But during the hours we share, we realise how much
sport can really unite everyone, despite the differences that become an
opportunity for confrontation, dialogue and knowledge of oneself and of
the other. For everyone. And so it was, including for me

Rosa De Angelis, Intercultural mediator, SIMCAS staff

� Link to full document
� Link to storytelling
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SUS PILOT TEST - ABSTRACT

Sports Union of Slovenia is the main umbrella organisation of sport for all in Slovenia
with over one hundred eighty members, located across the country.
The target group of the SIMCAS pilot test in Slovenia were second generation
immigrants, mainly from the former Yugoslavia countries. The participants of physical
activities were individuals of all ages and both genders, and with different levels of
physical fitness. During the pilot test the trainers and coaches followed the key
principles from the methodological approach, developed during the first period of the
SIMCAS project. Five local partners were invited to implement the pilot test activities.
Sport organisations from 5 cities are offering various organised sport activities, such
as basketball, rugby, organised workouts for adults and elderly, aqua gym, martial
arts, self-defence for women, dance, swimming courses etc. By getting to know the
background of the participants, coaches planned the sport activities more efficiently.
Changing the rules of the game during some exercises, and adding innovative sports
practices have had the most positive impact. Using other sports as a complementary
training is making organised physical activities more fun and also raises the level of
physical literacy. Consequently, all participants were included in physical activities
more equally regardless of their previous sports skills, physical fitness, and self-
confidence. As a result, the participation in regular sport activities increased. And
more smiles were seen on the faces of participants. Sport can be used a tool for soft
skills development. After including more exercises targeting particular soft skills like
leadership, team work, communication and creativity, coaches reported visible
change in behaviour of some participants. For example improved self-confidence,
less shyness, better communication with the coach and with the other participants.
The groups became more homogeneous, and some new friendships were built. The
success of social inclusion was visible especially among adult groups, where now
participants started to hang out together and help each other outside the organised
sport activities.
Building a multidisciplinary team by inviting experts from other sectors, like
psychologists and social workers has had positive effect on the participants as well
as the coaches. Working in close cooperation with other experts, coaches received
valuable knowledge on how to use sport as a tool for social inclusion and personal
development. Participation in the SIMCAS pilot test reminded the sport staff that
annual evaluation is important and necessary. As well as that the number of
participants and number of winning games are not the only indicators that are
showing, how successful was the delivery of particular sport program.
Based on the provided feedback from sport staff of participating local partners, it is
evident that the SIMCAS methodological approach has positive impact on both – the
participants and the sport staff.

� Link to full document
� Link to storytelling

NAME OF PROJECT SPORTS IN LOCAL COMMUNITY

CRITICAL AREA LOCAL COMMUNITY IN RURAL AND URBAN
ENVIRONMENT

TARGET GROUP SECOND GENERATION MIGRANTS

COUNTRY SLOVENIA

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JJSCAlnE0AMHX_dlUww_CY1so9SRc6ru/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=101243582823665728308&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ULdsjV1zpBUU0fUSKFpEO_Vij5HOtbu2/view?usp=share_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L5cI8-zY9tjnUIq492MYzPoXfRmdYKcM/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=101243582823665728308&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zwyohdda_ZMUpEUzT_wz-C_5NXRhqeg_/view?usp=share_link
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CEPE PILOT TEST - ABSTRACT

The pilot test was implemented in the city of Banyoles, capital of the Pla de l’Estany
Region, 100 km away from Barcelona. The city is very active, with many sport
events taking place every year, some of them known worldwide. 20.000 inhabitants
live in Banyoles, with around 20% of them being of migrant origin.
The current urban division of the city promotes socioeconomical differentiation
between neighbourhoods, leading to intrinsic characteristics based on the population
living in them. To counter this differentiation, Cepe has promoted grass-root sports as
well as traditional sport games, sport values and abilities for life, by dynamizing the
public sport areas located in the same neighbourhoods.
Grass-root sports are known to be effective in bringing people together, but also
traditional sport games could foster a sense of belonging and empowerment unlike
other sport activities. It is through a combination of both activities, bear in mind the
participants’ point of view, that the intervention can be successful.
Children from 6 to 12 years of age, and teenagers from 13 to 18 years of age, are the
main part of the target group. They participate in the weekly activities, twice a week,
for 1,5 hours, each session involving families in some of the activities, by
accompanying their children. There were also agents from different sectors and with
the common goal of inclusion in mind. Most of these participants are second-
generation migrants, predominantly from the North of Africa and sub-Saharan
countries such as Morocco, Senegal and Gambia.
By promoting social cohesion and coexistence in the region through sports and
physical activity for children and youth, providing inclusive activities, and measures to
facilitate access for all the activities carried out, tangible goals were achieved which
had an effect at the level of participants, the neighbourhood, the city, and
stakeholders.
Promotion and organization of physical activity and sports with the support of
schools, sport clubs, technical professionals from the administration, people with a
knowledge of social aspects and mentors is our vision that we use as a tool to work
on ties related to culture and recreation development.

Cepe

� Link to full document
� Link to storytelling

NAME OF PROJECT ESPORT I BARRIS (ACTIVE NEIGHBOUR-
HOODS)

CRITICAL AREA DEPRIVED COMMUNITY/NEIGHBOURHOODS

TARGET GROUP SECOND GENERATION MIGRANTS

COUNTRY SPAIN

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z-fKY4wYeQ-uJBqR5xRizCXH7qy6qFhd/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=101243582823665728308&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h-IKx6jKvBTgc9vzi1EDRf2k-ZEp47ef/view?usp=share_link
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GUIDELINES FOR ANALYSIS AND DEFINING A CORRECT
FINANCING STRATEGY
SUCCESSFUL ELEMENTS IN A FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN
To be successful in a fundraising campaign it is necessary to understand and/or
leverage on different elements. Among the most relevant there are:
- the proposer: to present a project to third parties the first element is to provide a clear
and synthetic description of the proposer;

- the project: the project that the proposer intends to finance, with a clear indication,
among others, of the goals, the activities, the organisation to be adopted, outputs
and outcomes, requested budget;

- the network: it is appropriate to make a deep analysis of the human resources
already available in the organisation as well as of the existing external network in
order to assess the skills and know-how available and the resources that can be
activated for the fundraising;

- the financial plan: it is relevant to have a clear understanding of financial needs in the
medium term so to define a clear financial strategy, using different financial sources
based on the different needs;

- the communication strategy: it is necessary to have a good and continuous
communication strategy that targets existing and potential funders.

In the following chapters a deeper analysis of each of these elements is presented,
providing some indications/questions that could guide the reader in a successful
construction of a fundraising campaign.

Presentation of the proposer
In particular, the following main information should be provided:
- a general presentation of the organisation that concisely describes who you are,
which is your mission and the core values, and what your motivation is with a focus
to the proposed project;

- a description of the projects related to the proposed activity that you have already
successfully implemented;

- the strengths of your organisation and how you can provide added social value to
stakeholders (e.g. the members of the association, target beneficiaries, the
community, the potential funders, etc.).

Description of the project
The life of an associations is mainly based on the implementation of projects that, also
in the same organisation, can be very different from each other, for example in terms
of duration (e.g. the restructuring of a gym or a specific event that can last some days
or few months or the participation to a league with the goal to reach higher divisions
that can last some years), goals to be achieved (training, integration, construction of
facilities, etc.), stakeholders involved (private, public, etc.) or for other aspects.
In any case, when to presenting a project to third parties (financiers, partners,
beneficiaries, etc.), it is necessary to clearly describe the following elements:
- Challenges: it is important to describe the environment in which the project will be
implemented in order to underline which are the challenges and or gaps that the
project intend to address and (partially) solve (e.g. the presence of immigrants not
integrated with the local community);
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PRESENTATION
New tools for financial sustainability of sport projects: “crowdfunding”
This document aims at to analyse the possibilities and requirements to be successful
in financing sport projects using crowdfunding schemes.
The need to deliver a paper on this topic stems from the difficulties to guarantee
sustainability to sport projects under different aspects (e.g. social, environmental,
etc.), but mainly from an economic point of view, which means the capacity to raise
financing to implements sport activities, and in particular for multi-years projects.
All project partners stated that they are focused above all on traditional funding
channels, such as public grants and sponsorships from the private sector, while not
knowing clearly or being rather skeptical about innovative tools such as
crowdfunding. The main reluctance of sports organisations to use this instrument is
often due to a lack of knowledge about it. Among the main observations is the fact
that it is too complicated and not suitable for small sports clubs.
The paper underlines that crowdfunding is becoming increasingly popular as an
alternative source of funding for projects in different sectors, from technology to sport
and arts. It is based on three main principles: requires a specific and clear project,
involves a high diversification of funders that invest a small amount of money, and is
based on the idea that the choices of multiple investors are more correct than choices
of individuals.
There are different forms of crowdfunding that can respond to different financing
needs, based also on the goals and objectives that each project intends to achieve.
Crowdfunding, can thus represent an important additional source of funding for sport
associations, including the small ones, that complements the traditional financial
sources.
For this reason the report includes three parts: the first one describes the
crowdfunding, presenting the different forms and explaining advantages and
disadvantages of each type of crowdfunding, underlying when each form could better
be used. In the second part some case studies presenting different successful
financial strategies are described. Case studies refer to projects financed with
crowdfunding or other similar approaches based on a project oriented fundraising
strategy. For each case study, the key elements that have guaranteed the success are
underlined. In the third part, a guide in the form of questions is provided; it will support
the reader in an analysis of its strengths and weaknesses and in defining a correct
financing strategy

� Link to full document

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lvmXqCY2ZJDtBOPUmy-mFHOfirCSTAuV/view?usp=share_link
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Networking strategy
The internal and external network of the organisation can provide relevant
opportunities to identify new financial support. Ask yourself the following questions to
check if all possibilities have been considered:
- Do you know very well which are the skills, competences and knowledge of your
internal network (staff, volunteers, beneficiaries, parents of kids, etc.)?

- Do you organise regular meetings (either formal or informal also via web (e.g. skype,
zoom, etc.)), with your internal network (preferably in small groups) to present and
discuss projects and financial opportunities?

- Are people in the organisation adequately trained to report the needs of the target
group to your organisation?

- Do you have a comprehensive map of your stakeholders? Do you know exactly their
needs, goals and strategy?

- Do you present and discuss with the members of your external network (municipality
and other public institutions, other associations, foundations, current sponsors,
potential new sponsors, etc.) in regular meetings (either formal or informal also via
web (e.g. skype, zoom, etc.)) the needs of the community, your new ideas and
projects, their financial strategies, etc.?

- Do you know what is happening in your community regarding the project you want
to implement? Who is doing what regarding the identified targets, goals, outputs,
stakeholders involved, etc.? Are you able to take advantage (cooperate, integrate,
differentiate, etc.) of what already exists?

- Do you actively participate in activities organised in the community?

Financial strategy
A clear medium term financial strategy helps to understand real needs and to better
plan activities. It allows to identify financial gaps and gives the possibility to plan
actions to better diversify financial sources.
- Do you have a clear understanding of your financial needs in the medium term?
- Can you draw an exhaustive list of potential sources of funding (not only the ones that
you usually use but also the ones you have never used)?

- Which are the sources of funding you are currently using?
- Which are the sources of funding that could be used but you are not using? What are
the reasons why you are not able to use those sources?

- Is it possible to implement concrete actions to generate income/recover costs from
services, facilities and activities? Have you started an open discussion with people of
your internal network to discuss new ideas to recover costs and/or earn money?

- Are you able to define a medium/long term financial plan (sources and uses of
funds)?

- Can you define a financial strategy (resources that could be activated and actions
needed to do it)? Who are the persons/professionals to be involved to implement the
financial strategy? Are they already in the organisation or they need to be recruited
from outside (in the external network or outside it)?

- Are current and potential funders familiar with the activities of your organisation?
- Have you had discussions with current funders about new or alternative ways of
funding your organisation? Can they provide professional support to access new
financial tools?
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- Objectives: it means to describe why the project has been designed and will be
implemented. It is possible to identify a general goal (e.g. to integrate immigrants in
the local community) and specific goals (e.g. to teach them the local language, to
help them to practise a team sport, etc.) that together will help to achieve the
objective as a whole;

- Activities: it is important to describe how the project intends to achieve the planned
goals, thus describing the activities that will be implemented during the project life
and the tools/methodologies that will be used. It is possible that to achieve one goal
it will be necessary to implement more than one activity (e.g training courses,
participation to seminars, etc.);

- Results: it is important to indicate what the project intends to achieve, in other terms
which will be the results that the project intends to achieve. In this case it is important
to distinguish between the short term results (output) which means the immediate
result of the project (e.g. 50 young people with increased knowledge of the local
language) and the long term results (outcomes) which means the change that the
project can create in the medium/long term (e.g. number of project beneficiaries
integrated in the local community for example regularly playing in a sport team);

- Assumptions: are conditions that must exist for the program/activity to be
successful, but which are not under the direct control of the project manager (e.g.
winning of a public bid). When describing a project assumption it is expected that it
will happen. If the assumption doesn't happen then the project is negatively affected;

- Indicators: consists on a precise, verifiable and measurable description of a goal or
a typical characteristic of a goal (e.g. number of persons trained);

Inputs: the resources that are needed to successfully implement the project and
achieve the planned goals. They can be in terms of financial resources, human
resources or other good that can be necessary to implement the project (e.g.
availability of a facility, equipment, etc.).
It is important that there is consistency between all these elements. A table (with a
simplified example) similar to the one that follows can help in checking the
consistency and clarifying the whole structure of the project.

Challenges General
objective

Specific
objective Activities Results Assumptions Indicators Inputs

Immigrants not
integrated in
the local
community

To improve
integration of
mmigrants

a) to
increase
language
skills of
immigrants
b) to favour
team sport
practice of
immigrants

To organise
local
language
training
course for
50
immigrants

To organise
5 sport
training
courses for
50
immigrants

50
immigra
nts with
increase
d
knowled
ge of
local
language

50
immigra
nts
practisin
g a team
sport

Availability
of gyms

Number of
persons
trained

Number of
volunteers
involved in
the project

XXX Euro

10
professionals
(language
teachers,
coaches,
cultural

mediators, …
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CROWDFUNDING PLATFORMS
For maximise the chances of success it is important, as it is also for other financial
instruments, to select the most appropriate operator, in the specific case the most
fitting platform of crowdfunding where to launch a new project.
Visiting different platforms and project sites, analysing how successful projects have
been presented and how the communication before and after the launch of the
campaign has been managed can certainly maximise the chances of success.
Platforms dedicated to sport
� https://it.sponsor.me/
� https://sportfunder.com/
� https://makeachamp.com/it/
� https://www.impactguru.com/sports-crowdfunding
� https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/funds/sports

List of donation-based crowdfunding platforms
In donations-based crowdfunding, donors provide financial support to people or
projects without expecting any return. In other words, fundraisers do not offer
monetary returns or in-kind payments to donors. This form of crowdfunding is used
primarily in the non-profit sector to support various causes (social, environmental,
charitable)
� https://charity.gofundme.com/c/why-gofundme-charity
� http://fundly.com/benefit/
� https://nonprofiteasy.com/
� https://www.mightycause.com/
� https://www.justgiving.com/
� https://www.gofundme.com/
� https://fundrazr.com/
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Communication strategy
Communication represents a very important element to be successful in fundraising
campaigns. It should be continuous (before, during and after projects) and should
target as much operators as possible (internal and external networks but also people/
organisations outside the existing networks). A well-defined and focused
communication campaign helps also to reinforce connections within the existing
network as well as to enlarge it.
- Do you have a clear communication plan that identifies the targets (e.g. beneficiaries,
volunteers, parents, public institutions, funders, other organisations, etc.), the
messages to communicate (e.g. values of the organisation, activities to be
implemented, results achieved, values added or created, etc.), the means to use
(email, newsletter, workshop, web page, Facebook page, Instagram, etc.), the
performance indicators to control the effectiveness (e.g. number of contacts, number
and quality of feedbacks, etc.)?

- Do you regularly present your activities and results to your internal and external
networks?

- Do you use diversified media (e.g. meetings, social media, reports) in order to reach
different targets and provide diversified information?

- Do you organise dedicated formal (e.g. workshop to discuss a specific topic, closing
of annual activities meeting, presentation of specific results, etc.) and informal (e.g.
invitation to training activities, meeting with the staff, get-together meetings, etc.)
meetings with potential funders?

- Do you regularly update your stakeholders about your activities and results (e.g.
periodic newsletter, annual report, etc.)?

- Do you invite beneficiaries, partners and donors to present your goals, challenges
and the existing gaps to achieve those goals involving them in a discussion on
possible solutions?

- Do you have an independent board where stakeholders’ representatives also
participate (local community, donors, beneficiaries, etc.)? They can guarantee third
parties regarding the activities implemented and results achieved and can support
your association in expanding your network and reaching new donors/funders.
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